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1. Introduction 

Act CLXXXIII of 2005 on Railway Transport (hereafter Railway Act) and Joint Decree of the 
Minister of Economy and Transport and the Minister of Finance No 83/2007 (X /)GKM-PM on 
frameworks of the network access charging system and basic regulations of determination and 
implementation of network access charges (hereafter Charging Decree) has designated the 
Rail Capacity Allocation Office (hereafter VPE) as charging body as regards the network access 
charges to be applied by not independent infrastructure managers to the open access railway 
network. 

In accordance with provisions set out in Paragraph 13 of the Charging Decree, the task of the 
Charging Body is to prepare the Charging Methodology (hereafter CM) in every 5 year as a 
methodological documentation of network access charges.  

Charging Body shall determine the concrete network access charges for the given timetable 
year on the basis of the Charging Methodology, the fact data of the last closed business year 
of the infrastructure manager, other data sources set out in the Charging Methodology, as 
well as on the basis of the expected amount of contribution from the State, and shall lay 
down in the Charging Document (hereafter CD) the detailed calculations for the 
determination of the network access charges and also data used for calculations.  

We pointedly call your attention to the fact that in the course of calculating charges 
mentioned in the Charging Methodology we do not use rounding at all in order to achieve the 
possible most accurate calculations.  

For transparency reasons, cost data demonstrated in the Charging Document shall be rounded 
to thousand HUF without decimals; network access charges shall be given in HUF without 
decimals, percentages shall be demonstrated up to two decimals.1  

Charges to be paid for the use of the open access railway network in Hungary shall be 
determined in integers, taking into account the rules of rounding and shall be published as it 
is stipulated in legal rules in force.  

As a consequence of the above, when outlining charges, after adding up of data contained by 
tables, a charge deviating in a slight degree from the final charge may result. These 
differences come from the rounding of individual elements, they are not calculation mistakes.  

 

 

                                                      
1
 Exception from this are data demonstrated at the correction index and resulting from other data sources (one decimal)  
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2. General provisions 

2.1 TEMPORAL SCOPE OF CD  

Infrastructure Manager of the railway network shall publish charges determined in the 
Charging Document for the 2012/2013 timetable year in the Network Statement relevant to 
the given timetable year. Provisions of this CD shall be taken into consideration for the 
timetable year beginning on the second Sunday of December of 2012.  

 

2.2 OBJECTIVE SCOPE OF CD  

Scope of this CD covers detailed calculations for the determination of network access charges 
that are to be paid for the use of the open access railway networks in Hungary operated by 
GYSEV Zrt, and also includes data used as a basis of calculations.  
 
 

2.3 BASIS OF MODIFICATION OF THE CD  
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3 Description of data used as a basis of CD 

3.1 RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROVIDING DATA 

The Infrastructure Manager is fully responsible for the accuracy of provided data and for the 
compliance of their content. VPE is responsible for the calculation of charges carried out on the basis 
of data provided by the infrastructure manager in compliance with methodology set out in Charing 
methodology (CM) and in observance of legal rules in force. 

 

3.2 COSTS 

Justified revenues, costs and expenditures relating to certain services shall be distinguished 
in compliance with CM according to direct, distributable and indirect cost units.  

 

Direct cots 

Items that can unambiguously and directly be assigned to certain services can be labelled as 
direct costs.  

Values of direct costs of the infrastructure manager for 2014 assigned to each service can be 
seen in Annex 1, furthermore, these values will also be demonstrated in the text of the CD 
among costs related to the relevant services.  

 

Costs to be divided 

Dividable costs comprise items that can directly be connected to the provision of services of 
the infrastructure manager but that occur in common interest of several services provided by 
the infrastructure manager and for this reason are to be shared to these services on the basis 
of „naturalias”. 

Values of total costs of the infrastructure manager for 2014 divided on the basis of Annex 5a 
of CM can be seen in Annex 1. Furthermore, they will also be demonstrated in the text of the 
CD among costs related to certain services.  

 

Summing-up table of „naturalias” used for cost sharing can be seen in Annex 4.  

 

Indirect costs 

Indirect costs contain (indirect) items that occur at non-independent infrastructure managing 
organizations, and to be divided among all the services. Regarding indirect costs, central and 
governance costs of the infrastructure manager; costs of services provided by other 
organisations of a railway company, as well as governance and central revenues, costs and 
expenditures occurring at railway company and burdening the infrastructure manager.  

Values of indirect costs for 2014 assigned to services of the infrastructure manager can be 
seen in Annex 1; furthermore, they are also demonstrated in the text at costs linked to 
certain services.  

In accordance with point 6.1.4 of CM, the calculation of indirect costs happens in proportion 
of direct costs and expenditures as well as costs and expenditures to be shared on the basis of 
„naturalias”. In accordance with Section 4 (3) of Joint Decree 83/2007 GKM-PM, indirect costs 
distributed to basic services may not directly be presented in the charge items to be paid, 
however, when calculating indirect costs, costs will be distributed to basic services as well, 
that show themselves as general surcharge in the composition of charge items to be paid for 
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basic services, ensuring this way the coverage of costs and expenditures occurred at the 
infrastructure manager. 
 

Summing-up of costs for the 2014 year can be seen in the following tables.  

 

Table 1: Distribution of costs of GYSEV Zrt to direct, distributable and indirect cost groups 
*
 

 

 

2014 

 
thousand HUF % 

Direct costs 11 419 838 80.07% 

Costs to be shared 1 718 686 12.05% 

Indirect costs 1 123 687 7.88% 

Total cost 14 262 211 100.00% 

 
 
 
Table 2: Costs-distribution of GYSEV Zrt according to the types of services.  

 
 

  
2014 

  Thousand HUF % 

Basic services 5 411 827 37.95% 

Supplementary services 3 048 481 21.37% 

Additional services 5 801 903 40.68% 

Total cost 14 262 211 100.00% 
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3.3 CORRECTION INDEXES 

 

Three years will pass between the basis period - i.e. the last closed business year that forms 
the basis of justified costs and expenditures which can be taken into account when charging - 
and the year of charge. Consequently, change in the price level during the time horizon 
between the basis period and the year of charge (based partly on facts, partly planable), as 
well as other considerable changes affecting charges have been taken into consideration. 

On the basis of CM 6.1.3 for good cause, with presenting an appropriate reasoning, VPE can 
apply correction that departs from what is laid down in CM 6.1.3.  GySEV Zrt. asked the 
target figures from the approved business plan for 2014 to be taken as the basis of 
calculation. The Business plan for 2014 of GySEV Zrt can be found in Annex 2. 
 

3.4 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 

As part of data supply, GYSEV Zrt has made values of performance indicators of 2011 and 
2014 and assumptions used for forecasting available.  

Values of performance indicators of GYSEV Zrt for 2011 and 2014 can be seen in Annex 3. 
 

3.5 „NATURALIAS”   

Based on performance indicators provided by the infrastructure manager it is necessary to 
create „naturalias” that serve – when calculating - as a basis of distribution of distributable 
costs (costs which can directly be connected to the provision of services by the infrastructure 
manager, but occur in the common interest of several services of the infrastructure 
manager). 

In order to distribute revenues, costs and expenditures assigned to certain services in 
proportion to the chosen „naturalia” it is required to introduce such a projection equivalent 
that occur at several services which can be measured in different natural measure units, and 
is proportional to the amount of expenditures linked to the service. 

Charging Methodology (CM) uses the number of use of track route as projection equivalent in 
case of access services. Specification of projection equivalents can be found in Annex 5.a to 
CM.  

Determination of values of naturalias for 2014 were carried out in line with performance 
indicators set out in Annex 5a to CM. 

Tables of naturalias contain the number of the use of track route related to distinct services. 
Values of naturalias of the infrastructure manager for 2011 and for 2014, can be found in 
Annex 4. 
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3.6 APPLIED SURCHARGES 

In accordance with Article 55 (5) of the Railway Act (Vtv), charge of basic services shall be 
determined by taking into account of costs and expenditures in accordance with relevant 
provisions of legal rules on the operation of open access railway network and allocation of 
railway network capacity in such a way that it reflects the costs and expenditures directly be 
connected to the use of services, and also reflects subsidies provided by the State for the 
operation of the infrastructure.  

In accordance with Article 4 paragraph (3) of the Joint Decree No 83/2006 (X6)GKM-PM on 
frameworks of the network access charging system and basic regulations of determination and 
implementation of network access charges, indirect costs falling on basic services (ensuring of 
train path, ensuring of train run) may not be taken into account when charging. In order that 
network access charges to be paid and to be accounted should cover the justified costs of the 
infrastructure managers, a general mark-up has been determined to the basic services in 
compliance with Article 55 (8) of Railway Act. 

In accordance with provisions of Article 6 of Joint Decree No 83/2007. (X 6)GKM-PM if the 
infrastructure manager operates regional, suburban railway network which comprises also 
nationwide railway tracks or railway track owned by State, and network access charges to be 
expected to be paid by Railway Undertakings and to be accounted to them and the sum of the 
provided state subsidy do not cover the entire amount of justified costs and expenditures of 
the infrastructure manager to be expected in connection with its activity, charging body shall 
charge mark-ups defined by Article 55 (8) of Railway Act.  

In compliance with Article 4 of Joint Decree No 83/2007. (X 6)GKM-PM - when determining 
charges for basic, supplementary, additional and ancillary services - network access charges 
must cover all the indirect/any justified costs and expenditures occurring at the 
infrastructure manager in connection with providing the service. From the point of view of 
determination of the general mark-up, the main emphasis lies on justifiability: the mass of 
costs that cannot be affected in the charge items of basic services and that form indirect 
costs - when examining the charge-base of any other services - may not be considered as 
justified costs, expenditures occurring in connection with the provision of the given service.  

If State contribution will be determined for a given year that must be taken into 
consideration primarily as an item reducing indirect costs (general mark-ups) distributed to 
basic services. By doing so, the charges to be expectedly paid by Railway Undertakings and 
the sum of the State contribution together will cover all anticipatory costs and expenditures 
of the infrastructure manager arising from the provision of the given service. 

At individual charge items extension of the relating mark-up will be shown. 

Values of mark-ups can be seen in Annex 5.  
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3.7 DISCOUNTS  

Within the framework ensured by Railway Act and the Charging Decree, general and individual 
discounts may be introduced by the infrastructure manager. Discount may relate only to 
network access charges levied on a certain railway track section.  

In accordance with relevant provisions of Railway Act and the Charging Decree, if an 
infrastructure manager affected by the Charging Methodology (CM) receives compensation, 
that infrastructure manager is obliged to provide a discount to the Railway Undertakings that 
is proportionate to the amount of the compensation. Discounts based on the above rules must 
reduce charges of running of trains in such a way that the sharing of discounts between the 
gross ton km proportionate and the train km proportionate part of charge shall happen in the 
ratio of the sum of direct costs assigned to them and the amount of costs distributed on the 
basis of „naturalias”. 

If discount is set, value of discounts will be demonstrated at relevant charge items. 

Discounts were not applied in the course of preparation of this Charging Document (CD).  
 

 

3.8 AMOUNT OF STATE CONTRIBUTION 

Ministry of National Development sets the amount of the State contribution relating to track 
access charges for the 2013/2014 timetable year of GYSEV Zrt in its letter of No 
NFM/19440/3/2012. on the amount of State contribution and its distribution, as follows:  

 for basic and supplementary services HUF 3,97 billion  

 for additional services HUF 0,48 billion.  
 

For calculations the following aspects had to be taken into consideration: 

 burden of track charges of basic and supplementary services for the freight transport 
sector in case of the same performance shall not increase in comparison to that of the 
2012/2013 timetable year, 

 Charges for 2013/20104 compared to 2012/2013 should not fall as a consequence of 
cost refunding of the State unless its results from legal rule (e.g.: calculation of 
charges of basic services on the basis of charges directly deriving fromthe services)or 
not from cost relations.  

 The service “Storage of vehicles” of supplementary services shall not be subsidized 
In compliance with the decision of the European Commission on state contribution (case 
number: SA.33417 (2011/N)) the following additional services can be supported: 

 ensuring shunting staff for Railway Undertakings performing freight transport, 

 ensuring traction unit for traction purposes for Railway Undertakings performing 
freight transport, 

 outdoor train acceptance for Railway Undertakings performing freight transport. 

 

Official letter on the amount and distribution of the state contribution can be found in Annex 
6. Distribution of state contribution for GYSEV Zrt can be seen in Annex 7. 
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3.9 MODE OF CALCULATION OF CHARGES 

 
Mode of determination of charges relating to services in accordance with relevant provisions 
of CM is as follows:  

 

 
 
Cost-based direct charges are presented at basic services; method of their calculation is as 
follows: 
 

 
 
In accordance with provisions of point 3.6, indirect costs falling on basic services will be 
demonstrated as general mark-ups. General mark-ups will be calculated on the basis of the 
following formula:  
 

 

 

 
 
In case of determining the amount of state contribution, state contribution relating to the 
charge items of a certain service will be calculated on the basis of the following formula: 
 

 
 

Sum of revenues, costs and expenditures that 

may be taken into account in the charge of the service 

Performance relating to the service 

 = Cost-based charge

Sum of indirect revenues, costs and expenditures that 

may be taken into account in the charge of the service 

Performance relating to the service 

 = General mark-up

Amount of state contribution reducing the charge of the 

service 

Performance relating to the service 

 = State coontribution

Total sum of direct revenues, costs and expenditures that 
may be taken into account in the charge of the service  

performance related to the service 

 

 =  direct cost-based charge  
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4. Charges of services provided to Railway Undertakings by GYSEV Zrt 

4.1 BASIC SERVICES 

 

4.1.1 Charge for ensuring of train path 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge  

Items that can be taken into account when determining the charge (in accordance with point 
7.2.1.1 of CM) are direct and shareable costs and expenditures, as well as central budget 
subsidy appointed to the service „Handling of requests for rail network capacity (Service 
mentioned in point I.a) of Annex 3 to the Railway Act).  

Invoiced costs of VPE from direct costs of the service „ensuring of train path” have been 
determined individually based on the business plan of VPE. In compliance with Article 5 
paragraph (1) of the governmental decree No 268/2009 (XII.1.)Korm on legal relationship 
between the rail capacity allocation body and non-independent rail infrastructure managers, 
as of 1 January 2011, the fee to be paid to VPE may not exceed the amount of HUF 650 
million that has been divided to GYSEV and MÁV in proportion of total cost involved in the 
calculation of network access charges. 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 3: Charge for ensuring of train path – summing-up of costs 

 

Direct costs 64 396                           

Costs to be shared 3 921                             

Indirect costs 7 740                             

Total cost 76 057                           

 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 4: Charge for ensuring of train path – performance 

 
 

Charge for ensuring of train path  Performance in 2014 

number of train paths  155 496                          
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Determination of charge to be paid 

 
Table 5: Charge for ensuring of train path – determination of the charge 

Charge for ensuring of train path HUF 

1. Direct cost-based calculation 439                                

2. Amount of mark-up 50                                 

3. Amount of marking-ups -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 52                                 

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 437                                

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to HUF 
437 / train path. 
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4.1.2 Charge for running of trains 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge  

Items that can be taken into account when determining the charge (in accordance with point 
7.2.2.1 of CM) are directly booked and shared revenues, costs and expenditures appointed to 
the following services. 

Charge for running of trains consists of two components: gross ton km proportionate and train 
km proportionate part of charge. Charge for running of trains can be calculated with the use 
of the following formula: 

Charge for running of trains = train km charge * train km + gross ton km charge * gross ton * 
train km 

 

Gross ton km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains  

 

Gross ton km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains is the same in any track 
section categories (I-III) for freight, passenger and loco trains carrying out gross ton km 
performance.  

 
Summing-up of costs 

Table 6: Gross ton km proportionate part of charge for running of trains – summing-up of costs 

Charge for running of trains gross ton km

proportionate part of charge 

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct costs 2 212 892                       

Costs to be shared 52 666                           

Indirect costs 256 682                         

total cost 2 522 240                        

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 7: Gross ton km proportionate part of charge for running of trains – performance 

 
 

Performance 2014   

Performed gross ton km 2 1 990 192 871                 

Charge for running of trains gross ton  
proportionate part of charge 
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Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 8: Gross ton km proportionate part of charge for running of trains – determination of charge 

Charge for running of trains gross ton km 

proportionate part fo charge HUF 

1. Direct cost based charge 1,14                              

2. Amount of mark-up 0,13                              

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 1,04                              

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 0,23                               

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 0,23 / gross ton km. 
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Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains  
 Freight trains on track section category I 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 9: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, freight trains on track section category I – 
summing-up of costs  

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, freight trains, track 

section category I

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct costs 166 547                         

Cost to be shared 33 523                           

Indirect costs 22 667                           

Total cost 222 738                          

 

Performance 

Table 10: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, freight trains on track section category I – 
performance 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 11: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, freight trains on track section category I – 
determination of the charge 

 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, freight trains, track 

section category I HUF 

1. Cost based charge 345                                

2. Amount of mark-up 39                                 

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 114                                

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 270                                

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 270 / train km. 

 

 

  

Charge for running of trains, train km proportionate  

part of charge, freight trains, track section category I  

Performance  

in 2014 

performed train km 580 469                        
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 Freight trains on track section category II 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 12: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, freight trains on track section category II – 
summing up of costs 

 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, freight trains, track 

section category II

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct costs 173 368                         

Costs to be shared 28 588                           

Indirect costs 22 881                           

Total cost 224 837                          

 

Performance 

Table 13: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, freight trains on track section category II – 
performance 

 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 14: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, freight trains on track section category II – 
determination of charges 

 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, freight trains, track 

section category II HUF 

1. Direct cost based charge 565                                

2. Amount of mark-up 64                                 

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of State contribution 367                                

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 262                                

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 262 / train km. 

 

 

  

Charge fo running of trains, train km proportionate 

part of charge, freight trains, track section Cat II Performance in 2014   

Performed train km  357 517                             
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 Freight trains on track section category III 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 15: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, freight trains on track section category III – 
summing-up of costs 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, freight trains, track 

section category III

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct costs 6                                   

Costs to be shared -                                  

Indirect costs 1                                   

Total cost 6                                   
 

 

Performance 

Table 16: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, freight trains on track section category I– 
performance 

 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 17: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, freight trains on track section category I– 
determination of the charge 

 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, freight trains, track 

section category III HUF 

1. Cost based charge 163                                

2. Amount of mark-up 19                                 

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 19                                 

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 163                                

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 163 / train km. 

 

 

  

Charge of running of trains, train km proprotionate 

Part of charge, freight trains, track section cat. III 

Performance in 2014   

performed train km  35                          
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 Passenger trains on track section category I 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 18: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, passenger trains on track section category I– 
summing-up of costs 

 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, passenger trains, 

track section category I

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct costs 395 589                         

Cost to be shared 103 359                         

Indirect costs 56 529                           

Total cost 555 477                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 19: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, passenger trains on track section category I – 
performance 

 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 20: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, passenger trains on track section category I - 
determintion of the charge 

 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, passenger trains, 

track section category I HUF 

1. Costs based charge 277                                

2. Amount of mark-up 31                                 

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 31                                 

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 277                                

 

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 277 / train km. 

  

Charge for running of trains. train km proprotionate 

part of charge, passenger trains track section cat. I 
Performance in 2014. 

performanced train km 1 801 250                        
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 Passenger trains on track section category II 

 

Summing-up of costs  

Table 21: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, passenger trains on track section category II – 
summing –up of costs 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, passenger trains, 

track section category II

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct costs 1 273 035                       

Cost to be shared 194 429                         

Indirect costs 166 260                         

Total cost 1 633 723                       
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Tablev 22: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, passenger trains on track section category II – 
performance 

 
 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 23: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, passenger trains on track section category II – 
determination of charge 

 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, passenger trains, 

track section category II HUF 

1. Costs based charge 505                                

2. Amount of mark-up 57                                 

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 290                                

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 272                                

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 272 / train km. 

  

Charge for running of trains, train km proportionate  

part of charge, passenger trains, track section cat. II Performance in 2014 

performed train km 2 905 291                        
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 Passenger trains on track section category III 

 
 
Summing-up of costs 

Table 24: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, passenger trains on track section category III – 
költségek összefoglalása 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, passenger trains, 

track section category III

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct costs 32 439                           

Costs to be shared -

Indirect costs 3 675                             

Total  cost 36 114                           
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 25: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, passenger trains on track section category III – 
performance 

 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 26: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, passenger trains on track section category III – 
determination of charge 

 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, passenger trains, 

track section category III HUF 

1. Cost based charge 163                                

2. Amount of mark-up 19                                 

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 19                                 

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 163                                

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 163 / train km. 

 

  

Charge of running of trains, train km proportionate 

part of charge, passenger trains, track section cat III Performance 2014 

performed train km 198 624                        
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 Loco trains 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 27: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, loco trains– summing-up of costs 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, loco trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct costs 97 596                           

Costs to be shared 28 726                           

Indirect costs 14 312                           

Total cost 140 634                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 28: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, loco trains – performance 

 
 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 29. Táblázat: Train km proportionate part of the charge for running of trains, loco trains – determination of charge  

 

Charge for running of trains, train km 

proportionate part of charge, loco trains HUF 

1. Costs based charge 316                                

2. Amount of mark-up 36                                 

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 36                                 

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 16                                  

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 316 / train km. 

  

Charge for running of trains, train km  

proprotionate part of charge, loco trains Performance in 2014 

performed train km 399 292                        3 
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4.2 SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES 

 

4.2.1 Charge of the use stations by passenger trains for stopping  

 Station of category I 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.3 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expenditures to be shared and directly 
booked to the charge of using of stations of category I by passenger trains for stopping, as 
well as indirect revenues, costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 30: Charge for the use of stations of category I by passenger trains for stopping – summing-up of costs  

 

Charge of the use of stations category I by 

passenger trains for stopping 

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 78 562                           

Cost to be shared 169 849                         

Indirect cost 28 144                           

Total cost 276 555                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 31: Charge for the use of stations of category I by passenger trains for stopping – performance 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Tabel 32: Charge for the use of stations of category I by passenger trains for stopping – determination of the charge 

Charge of the use of stations category I by 

passenger trains for stopping HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 1 829                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 1 829                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 1 829 / use of station.  

Charge of the use of stations  category I by 

passenger trains for stopping Performance in 2014   

performed use of station 151 246                          
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 Station of category II 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.3 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expenditures to be shared and directly 
booked to stations of category II and track sections of stations, as well as indirect revenues, 
costs and expenditures.  

Summing-up of costs 

Table 33: Charge for the use of stations of category II by passenger trains for stopping – summing-up of costs  

 

Charge of the use of stations category II by 

passenger trains for stopping 

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct cost 100 220                         

Cost to be shared 211 669                         

Indirect cost 35 336                           

Total cost 347 225                          

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 34: Charge for the use of stations of category II by passenger trains for stopping – performance 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 35: Charge for the use of stations of category II by passenger trains for stopping – determintation of the charge 

 

Charge of the use of stations category II by 

passenger trains for stopping HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 1 842                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 42                                 

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 1 800                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 1 800 / station use. 

  

Charge of the use of stations category II 

by passenger trains for stopping  Performance in 2014   

performed use of station                         188 486 
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 Station of category III 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.3 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expenditures to be shared and directly 
booked to stations of category III and track sections of stations, as well as indirect revenues, 
costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 36: Charge for the use of stations of category III by passenger trains for stopping – summing-up of costs   

 

Charge of the use of stations category III by 

passenger trains for stopping 

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 95 934                           

Cost to be shared 310 017                         

Indirect cost 45 993                           

Total cost 451 944                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 37: Charge for the use of stations of category III by passenger trains for stopping – performance 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 38: Charge for the use of stations of category III by passenger trains for stopping – determination of the charge  

 

Charge of the use of stations category III by 

passenger trains for stopping HUF 

1. Costs-based charge 1 637                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution -                                  

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 1 637                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 1 637 / use of station. 

  

Charge of the use of stations category III 

by passenger trains for stopping  Performance in 2014   

performed use of station  4 276 062                         
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 Station of category IV 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.3 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expenditures to be shared and directly 
booked to stations of category IV and track sections of stations, as well as indirect revenues, 
costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 39: Charge for the use of stations of category IV by passenger trains for stopping – summing-up of costs   

 

Charge of the use of stations category IV by 

passenger trains for stopping 

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 11 688                           

Cost to be shared 183 125                         

Indirect cost 22 072                           

Total cost 216 885                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 40: Charge for the use of stations of category IV by passenger trains for stopping – performance 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 41: Charge for the use of stations of category IV by passenger trains for stopping – determination of the charge  

 

Charge of the use of stations category IV by 

passenger trains for stopping HUF 

1. Costs-based charge 1 330                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution -                                  

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 1 330                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 1 330 / use of station. 

  

Charge of the use of stations category IV 

by passenger trains for stopping  Performance in 2014   

performed use of station  163 068                         
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4.2.2 Charge for the use of origin/destination stations by passenger trains  

 Station of category I 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.4 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues costs and expenditures to be shared and directly booked 
to the charge of use of origin/destination stations of category I by passenger trains, as well as 
indirect revenues, costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 42: Charge for the use of origin/destination stations of category I by passenger trains – summing-up of costs  

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category I by passenger trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 7 252                             

Cost to be shared 87 812                           

Indirect cost 10 770                           

Total cost 105 834                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 43:  Charge for the use of origin/destination stations of category I by passenger trains – performance 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 44: Charge for the use of origin/destination stations of category I by passenger trains – determination of the charge 

 

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category I by passenger trains HUF 

1. Cost -based charge 2 051                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution -                                  

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 2 051                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 2.051 / use of station. 

  

Charge of the use of origin/destination  

stations category I by passenger trains Performance in 2014 

performed use of station  51 605                          
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 Station category II 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.4 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues costs and expenditures to be shared and directly booked 
to the charge of use of origin/destination stations of category II by passenger trains, as well 
as indirect revenues, costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 45: Charge for the use of origin/destination stations of category II by passenger trains  – summing-up of costs  

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category II by passenger trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost -

Cost to be shared 62 419                           

Indirect cost 7 072                             

Total cost 69 490                           
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 46: Charge for the use of origin/destination stations of category II by passenger trains – performance 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 47: Charge for the use of origin/destination stations of category II by passenger trains – determination of the charge  

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category II by passenger trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 1 894                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution -                                  

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 1 894                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 1 894 / station use. 

 

  

Charge of the use of origin/destination 

stations category II by passenger trains Performance in 2014   

performed use of staion 36 682                            
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 Station of category III 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.4 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues costs and expenditures to be shared and directly booked 
to the charge of use of origin/destination stations of category III by passenger trains, as well 
as indirect revenues, costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 48: Charge for the use of origin/destination stations of category III by passenger trains – summing-up of costs  

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category III by passenger trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost -                                  

Cost to be shared 66                                 

Indirect cost 8                                   

Total cost 74                                 
 

 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 49: Charge for the use of origin/destination stations of category III by passenger trains – performance 

 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 50: Charge for the use of origin/destination stations of category III by passenger trains – determination of he charge  

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category III by passenger trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 1 894                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 294                                

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 1 600                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 1 600 / station us. 

Charge of the use of origin/destination 

stations category III by passenger trains Performance in 2014   

Performed use of station  39                              
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4.2.3 Charge for the use of origin/destination staions by freight trains  
 Station of category I 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.5 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues costs and expenditures to be shared and directly booked 
to the charge of use of origin/destination stations of category I by freight trains, as well as 
indirect revenues, costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 51: Charge of the use of origin/destination stations of category I by freight trains – summing-up of costs  

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category I by freight trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct cost 264 485                         

Cost to be shared 121 592                         

Indirect cost 43 742                           

Total cost 429 819                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 52: Charge of the use of origin/destination stations of category I by freight trains – performance 

 

 
Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 53: Charge of the use of origin/destination stations of category I by freight trains – determintion of the charge  

 

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category I by freight trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 31 886                           

2. Amount of mark-up  -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amounta of state contribution 25 886                           

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 6 000                             

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 6 000 / station use. 

  

Charge of the use of origin /destination 

stations category I by freight trains Performance in 2014 

performed use of station  13480                            
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 Station category II 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.5 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues costs and expenditures to be shared and directly booked 
to the charge of use of origin/destination stations of category II by freight trains, as well as 
indirect revenues, costs and expenditures 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 54: Charge of the use of origin/destination stations of category II by freight trains – summing-up of costs  

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category II by freight trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost -                                  

Cost to be shared 44 434                           

Indirect cost 5 034                             

Total cost 49 468                           
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 55: Charge of the use of origin/destination stations of category II by freight trains – performance 

 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 56: Charge of the use of origin/destination stations of category II by freight trains – determination of the charge  

 

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category II by freight trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 10 042                           

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contributrion 5 542                             

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 4 500                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 4 500 / station use. 

  

 Charge of the use of origin/destination  

stations category II by freight trains Performance in 2014 

Performed use of statiaon  4926                            
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 Station of category III 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.5 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues costs and expenditures to be shared and directly booked 
to the charge of use of origin/destination stations of category III by freight trains, as well as 
indirect revenues, costs and expenditures 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 57: Charge of the use of origin/destination stations of category III by freight trains – summing-up of costs  

 

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category III by freight trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost -                                  

Cost to be shared 5 638                             

Indirect cost 639                                

Total cost 6 276                             
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 58: Charge of the use of origin/destination stations of category III by freight trains – performance 

 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 59: Charge of the use of origin/destination stations of category III by freight trains – determination of the charge  

 

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations 

category III by freight trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 10 042                           

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 7 042                             

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 3 000                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 3 000 / station use. 

  

Charge of the use of origin/destination 

stations category III by freight trains Performance in 2014 

Performed use of station 625                                
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4.2.4 Charge of the use of intermediate stations by freight trains  

 Station of category I 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.6 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues costs and expenditures to be shared and directly booked 
to the charge of use of intermediate stations of category I by freight trains, as well as indirect 
revenues, costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 60: Charge of the use of intermediate stations of category I by freight trains – summing-up of costs 

Charge of the use of intermediate stations 

category I by freight trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 68 381                           

Cost to be shared 27 629                           

Indirect cost 10 878                           

Total cost 106 888                          

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Talbe 61: Charge of the use of intermediate stations of category I by freight trains – performance 

 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 62: Tehervonatok közbenső állomáshasználati díja, I. kat. állomás – determintation of the charge  

Charge of the use of intermediate stations 

category I by freight trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 17 448                           

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 14 448                           

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 3 000                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 3.000 / station use. 

  

Charge of the use of internediate  

station category i by freight trains Performance in 2014 

performed use of station  6 126                              
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 Station of category II 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.6 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues costs and expenditures to be shared and directly booked 
to the charge of use of intermediate stations of category II by freight trains, as well as 
indirect revenues, costs and expenditures. 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 63: Charge of the use of intermediate stations of category II by freight trains – summing-up of costs  

Charge of the use of intermediate stations 

category II by freight trains

 Cost in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct cost 64 891                           

Cost to be shared 11 807                           

Indirect cost 8 690                             

Total cost 85 389                           
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 64: Charge of the use of intermediate stations of category II by freight trains – performance 

 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 65: Charge of the use of intermediate stations of category II by freight trains – determination of the charge  

Charge of the use of intermediate stations 

category II by freight trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 32 616                           

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 30 366                           

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 2 250                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 2.250 / station use. 

  

Charge of the use of intermediate  

stations category II by freight trains Performance in 2014 

Performed use of station  2 618                              
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 Station of category III 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.6 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues costs and expenditures to be shared and directly booked 
to the charge of use of intermediate stations of category III by freight trains, as well as 
indirect revenues, costs and expenditures. 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 66: Charge of the use of intermediate stations of category III by freight trains – summing-up of costs  

Charge of the use of intermediate stations 

category III by freight trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 6 473                             

Cost to be shared 505                                

Indirect cost 791                                

Total cost 7 769                             
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 67: Charge of the use of intermediate stations of category III by freight trains – performance 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 68: Charge of the use of intermediate stations of category III by freight trains – determination of the charge  

 

Charge of the use of intermediate stations 

category II by freight trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 69 364                           

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 67 864                           

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 1 500                             

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 1.500 / station use. 

 

  

Charge of the use of intermediate 

stations category III by freight trains Performance in 2014 

Performed use of station 112                                
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4.2.5 Charge of the use of catenary  

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.8 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Use of the overhead contact line system” as well as indirect reveneus, 
costs and expenditures.  

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 69: Charge of the use of catenary – summing-up of costs 

Charge of the use of catenary

Cost in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 675 759                         

Cost to be shared 5 874                             

Indirect cost 77 227                           

Total cost 758 860                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 70: Charge of the use of catenary – performance 

 
 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 71: Charge of the use of catenary – determination of the charge 

Charge of use of catenary HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 194                                

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 56                                 

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 138                                

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 138 / electric train km 

  

Charge of use of catenary Performance in 2014 

electric train kilometer performed by  

freight, passenger and loco trains 
3 921 498                        
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4.2.6  Charge of the access to refuelling facilities 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.23 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Acces to refuelling facilities”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and 
expenditures. 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 72: Charge of the access to refuelling facilities – summing up of costs 

Charge for the access to refuelling facilities Cost in 2014 (thousand HUF) 

Direct cost 
     

83 883 

Cost to be shared 
     

10 819 

Indirect cost 
     

10730 

Total cost             105 432 
 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 73: Charge of the access to refuelling facilities – performance 

Charge for the access to refuelling facilities Performance in 2014 

Amount of fuel taken 
    

6 358 200 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 74: Charge of the access to refuelling facilities – determination of charges  

Charge for the access to refuelling facilities     HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 
    

17 

2. Amount of mark-up 
    

 - 

3. Amount of discount 
    

 - 

4. Amount of state contribution 
   

 - 

Charge to be paid ((1+2-3-4)       17 
 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 17 / litre. 
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4.2.7 Charge of the access to wagon weigh bridges (scalse)  

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.9 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Acces to wagon weigh bridges”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and 
expenditures. 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 75: Charge of the access to wagon weight bridges– summing-up of costs  

Charge for the access to wagon wight bridges

Cost in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 4 300                             

Cost to be shared 37                                 

Indirect cost 491                                

Total cost 4 829                             
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 76: Charge of the access to wagon weight bridges – performance 

 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 77: Charge of the access to wagon weight bridges – determination of charges  

Charge for the access to wagon wight bridges HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 2 142                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 2 142                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 2 142 / vehicle. 

 

  

Charge for the access to wagon wight bridges Performance in 2014 

Vehicles weighed 2 254                              
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4.2.8 Charge for the storage of vehicles  

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.10 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Storage of wehicles”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and 
expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 78: Charge for the storage of vehicles – summing-up of costs   

Charge of storage of vehicles

Cost in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 19 488                           

Cost to be shared 169                                

Indirect cost 2 227                             

Total cost 21 884                           
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 79: Charge for the storage of vehicles – performance 

 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 80: Charge for the storage of vehicles – determination of the charge  

Charge of storage of vehicles HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 319                                

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount ofr discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution -                                  

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 319                                

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 319 / vehicle / day. 

  

Charge of storage of vehicles Performance in 2014 

Length of time of storage of vehicles beyond 24 hours 68 625                          
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4.2.9 Charge for ensuring of staff 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.11 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Ensuring of staff”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and expenditures 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 81: Charge for ensuring of staff– summing-up of costs  

Charge of ensuring of staff

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 96                                 

Cost to be shared 1                                   

Indirect cost 11                                 

Total cost 108                                
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 82: Charge for ensuring of staff – performance 

 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 83: Charge for ensuring of staff – determination of the charge 

Charge of ensuring of staff HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 6 725                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution -                                  

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 6 725                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 6 725/ person / hour. 

  

Charge of ensuring of staff Performance in 2014 

time devoted by service staff  16                              
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4.2.10 Charge of the access to rail rolling stock maintenance facilities 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.23 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Acces to rail rolling stock maintenance facilities”, as well as indirect 
reveneus, costs and expenditures. 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 84: Charge of the access to rail rolling stock maintenance facilities – summing up of costs 

Charge for the access to rail rolling stock 
maintenance facilities 

Cost in 2014 (thousand 
HUF) 

Direct cost 
  

3 343 

Cost to be shared 
  

29 

Indirect cost 
  

382 

Total cost     3 754 
 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 85: Charge of the access to rail rolling stock maintenance facilities – performance 

Charge for the access to rail rolling stock 
maintenance facilities Performance in 2014 

duration of service 
    

2 190 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 86: Charge of the access to rail rolling stock maintenance facilities – determination of charges  

Charge for the access to rail rolling stock 
maintenance facilities     HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 
    

1 714 

2. Amount of mark-up 
    

 - 

3. Amount of discount 
    

 - 

4. Amount of state contribution 
   

 - 

Charge to be paid ((1+2-3-4)       1 714 
 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 1 714 / hour. 
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4.3 ADDITIONAL SERVICES  

 

4.3.1 Charge of staff providing train acceptance  

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.12 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Outdoor train acceptance”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and 
expenditures. 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 87: Charge of staff providing train acceptance – summing-up of costs 

Charge of staff providing train acceptance

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF)  

Direct cost 49 333                           

Cost to be shared 429                                

Indirect costs 5 638                             

Total costs 55 400                           
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 88: Charge of staff providing train acceptance – performance 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 89: Charge of staff providing train acceptance – determination of the charge 

Charge of staff providing train acceptance HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 4 928                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

Amount of state contribution 223                                

Charge to be paid  (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 4 705                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 4 705 / person / hour. 

Charge of staff providing train acceptance Performance in 2014 

time divote by staff to train acceptance 11 242                              
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4.3.2 Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for passenger trains 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.13 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Ensuring of shunting staff”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and 
expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 90: Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for passenger trains– summing-up of costs 

Charge of ensuring shunting staff for passenger 

trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct cost 388 051                         

Cost to be shared 3 373                             

Indirect cost 44 347                           

Total cost 435 771                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 91: Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for passenger trains – performance 

 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 92: Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for passenger trains– determination of the charge 

Charge of ensuring of shunting staff HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 6 545                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution

Charge to be  díj (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 6 545                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 6 545 / person / hour. 

 

  

Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for passenger trains Performance in 2014 

time devoted by shunting staff 66 576                            
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4.3.3 Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for freight and locomotive trains 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.13 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Ensuring of shunting staff”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and 
expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 93: Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for freight and loco trains– summing-up of costs 

Charge of ensuring shunting staff for freight and 

loco trains

Costs in 2014 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct cost 754 569                         

Cost to be shared 6 559                             

Indirect cost 86 234                           

Total cost 847 362                         
 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 94: Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for freight and loco trains – performance 

 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 95: Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for freight and loco trains– determination of the charge 

Charge of ensuring of shunting staff HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 7 393                             

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution 2 693                             

Charge to be  díj (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 4 700                             

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 4 700 / person / hour. 

 

  

time devoted by shunting staff 114 610                            

Performance in 2014 
Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for freight  
and loco trains 
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4.3.4 Charge of ensuring traction unit for passanger trains 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.14 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Ensuring of traction unit for shunting for passanger trains”, as well as 
indirect reveneus, costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 96: Charge of ensuring of traction unit for passenger trains – summing-up of costs 

Costs in 2014 (thousandCost in 2012 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct cost 235 349                         

Cost to be shared 2 046                             

Indirect cost 26 896                           

Total cost 264 291                         

Charge of ensuring traction unit for passenger trains

 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 97: Charge of ensuring of traction unit for passenger trains– performance 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 98: Charge of ensuring of traction unit for passenger trains – determination of the charge 

Charge of ensuring traction unit for passenger trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 18 856                           

2. Amount of mark-up -                                  

3. Amount of discount -                                  

4. Amount of state contribution

Charge to be paid (1 + 2 - 3 - 4) 18 856                           

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 18 856/ vehicle / hour. 

 

  

Charge of ensuring of traction unit for passenger trains  

 

Performance in 2014 

Length of time of service provided by traction units 14 016                            
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4.3.5 Charge of ensursing of traction unit for freight and locomotive trains 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.14 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Ensuring of traction unit for shunting for freight and locomotive 
trains”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 99: Charge of ensuring of traction unit for freight and loco trains – summing-up of costs 

Costs in 2014 (thousandCost in 2012 (thousand 

HUF) 

Direct cost 696 605                         

Cost to be shared 6 056                             

Indirect cost 79 610                           

Total cost 782 271                         

Charge of ensuring traction unit for freight and loco 

trains

 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 100: Charge of ensuring of traction unit for freight and loco trains– performance 

 

 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 101: Charge of ensuring of traction unit for freight and loco trains – determination of the charge 

 
 

Charge of ensuring traction unit for freight and loco trains HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 21 550 
2. Amount of mark-up  -  
3. Amount of discount  -  

4. Amount of state contribution 4 650 

Charge to be paid (1+2-3-4) 16 900 
 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 16 900/ vehicle / hour. 

  

Performance in 2014 

Length of time of service provided by traction units 36 300                            

Charge of ensuring of traction unit for freight   
and loco trains 
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4.3.6 Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.16.1 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Ensuring of fuel for traction”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and 
expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 102: Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction – summing-up of costs 

Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction Cost in 2014 (thousand HUF) 

Direct cost 
     

1 937 216 

Cost to be shared 
     

 -  

Indirect cost 
     

 - 

Total cost           1 937 216 
 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 103: Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction – performance 

Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction Performance in 2014 

Amount of diesel fuel used for shunting 
  

6 358 200 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 104: Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction – determination of the charge 

 

Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction     HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 
    

305 

2. Amount of mark-up 
    

 - 

3. Amount of discount 
    

 - 

4. Amount of state contribution 
   

 - 

Charge to be paid ((1+2-3-4)       305 
 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 305 / litre. 
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4.3.7 Charge of ensuring of traction current 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.16.2 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Ensuring of traction current”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and 
expenditures. 

The charge of ensuring of traction current is made up of six charges. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 105: Charge of ensuring of traction current – summing-up of costs 

Charge of 
ensuring 
of 
traction 
current 

Charge of  
transmitted  

traction 
current 

Charge 
of  

the 
use 

 of the 
system 

Charge of 
the  

network 
loss of  

the 
transmitted  

traction 
current 

Charge 
of  

energy 
tax 

Charge of 
funds 
 under 
the Act  

on 
Electicity 

Other  
operational 

 charges 

Cost in 
2014  

(thousand 
HUF) 

Direct 
cost 860 998 

156 
590 83 246 14 858 73 535 - 1 189 227 

Cost to be 
shared - - - - - -  -  
Indirect 
cost - - - - - -  - 

Total cost 860 998 
156 
590 83 246 14 858 73 535 - 1 189 227 

 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 106: Charge of ensuring of traction current – performance 

Charge of 
ensuring 
of 
traction 
current 

Charge of  
transmitted  

traction 
current 

Charge 
of  

the use 
 of the 
system 

Charge of 
the  

network 
loss of  

the 
transmitted  

traction 
current 

Charge 
of  

energy 
tax 

Charge of 
funds 

 under the 
Act  
on 

Electicity 

Other  
operati

onal 
charges 

Performan
ce in 2014 

Amount of 
traction 
current 
transmitte
d (kWh) 

50 366 660 
50 366 

660 
50 366 660 

50 366 
660 

50 366 660  -  50 366 660 
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Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 107: Charge of ensuring of traction current – determination of the charge 

Charge of 
ensuring of 
traction 
current for 
traction 

Charge of 
transmitte
d traction 
current 

Charge 
of the 
use of 

the 
system 

Charge of 
the 

network 
loss of the 
transmitte
d traction 
current 

Charge 
of  

energy 
tax 

Charge of 
funds 
 under 
the Act  

on 
Electicity 

Other 
operational 

charges 

TOTAL
HUF 

1. Cost-
based 
charge 17,1 3,1 1,7 0,3 1,5 - 23,6 
2. Amount 
of mark-up - - - 

  
- - 

3. Amount 
of discount - - - 

  
- - 

4. Amount 
of state 
contributio
n - - - 

  
- - 

Charge to 
be paid 
(1+2-3-4) 

17,1 3,1 1,7 0,3 1,5 - 23,6 

 

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

 

 Charge of transmitted traction current: HUF 17.1/kWh 

 Charge of the use of the system: HUF 3.1/kWh 

 Charge of the network loss of the transmitted traction current: HUF 1.7/kWh 

 Charge of energy tax HUF 0.3/kWh 

 Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity HUF 1.5/kWh 

 Other operational charges: HUF 0/kWh 

 

Total: HUF 23.6/kWh. 
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4.3.8 Charge of ensuring electric energy used for other than traction purposes 
(preheating, precooling) 

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.22.2 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Ensuring of electric energy used for other than traction purposes (for 
preheating, precooling)”, as well as indirect reveneus, costs and expenditures. 

The charge of ensuring electric energy used for other than traction purposes is made up of six 
charges. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 108: Charge of ensuring of electric energy used for other than traction purposes – summing-up of costs 

Charge of 
ensuring of 
electric 
energy 
used for 
other than 
traction 
purposes 

Charge of 
the 

transmitted 
electic 

energy used 
for other 

than 
traction 
purposes 

Charge 
of the 
use of 

the 
system 

Charge of the 
network loss 

of the 
transmitted 

electric 
energy used 

for other 
than traction 

purposes 

Charge 
of  

energy 
tax 

Charge of 
funds 

 under the 
Act  
on 

Electicity 

Other  
operati

onal 
charges 

Cost in 
2014 

(thousa
nd 

HUF) 

Direct cost 69 889 11 527 83 6 128 1 094 5 413 - 94 051 
Cost to be 
shared - - - - - -  -  
Indirect 
cost - - - - - -  - 

Total cost 69 889 11 527 6 128 1 094 5 413 - 94 051 
 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 109: Charge of ensuring of electric energy used for other than traction purposes – performance 

Charge of 
ensuring of 
electric 
energy used 
for other 
than 
traction 
purposes 

Charge of 
the 

transmitted 
electic 

energy used 
for other 

than 
traction 
purposes 

Charge 
of the 
use of 

the 
system 

Charge of 
the 

network 
loss of the 

transmitted 
electric 

energy used 
for other 

than 
traction 
purposes 

Charge 
of  

energy 
tax 

Charge 
of funds 
 under 
the Act  

on 
Electicity 

Other  
operati

onal 
charges 

Perform
ance in 

2014 

Amount of 
transmitted 
electic 
energy used 
for other 
than traction 
purposes 
(kWh) 

3 707 695 
3 707 
695 

3 707 695 
3 707 
695 

3 707 695  -  
3 707 
695 
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Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 110: Charge of ensuring of electric energy used for other than traction purposes – determination of the charge 

Charge of 
ensuring of 
electric 
energy used 
for other 
than 
traction 
purposes 

Charge of 
the 

transmitt
ed 

electic 
energy 

used for 
other 
than 

traction 
purposes 

Charge 
of the 
use of 

the 
system 

Charge of 
the network 
loss of the 

transmitted 
electric 

energy used 
for other 

than 
traction 
purposes 

Charge 
of  

energy 
tax 

Charge of 
funds 
 under 
the Act  

on 
Electicity 

Other 
operational 

charges 

TOTAL 
HUF 

1. Cost-based 
charge 18,8 3,1 1,7 0,3 1,5 - 25,4 
2. Amount of 
mark-up - - - - - - - 
3. Amount of 
discount - - - - - - - 
4. Amount of 
state 
contribution - - - - - - - 

Charge to be 
paid  
(1+2-3-4) 

18,8 3,1 1,7 0,3 1,5 - 25,4 

 

 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

 

 Charge of the transmitted electic energy used for other than traction purposes:
 HUF 18.8/kWh 

 Charge of the use of the system: HUF 3.1/kWh 

 Charge of the network loss of the transmitted electric energy used for other than 
traction purposes: HUF 1.7/kWh  

 Charge of energy tax HUF 0.3/kWh 

 Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity HUF 1.5/kWh 

 Other operational charges: HUF 0/kWh 

 

Total: HUF 25.4 /kWh. 
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4.3.9 Charge of ensuring of water for water supply  

 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.17 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are those costs and expenditures from revenues, costs and 
expentidutres to be shared and directly booked to the service „Providing of other energy” 
that are connected to the procurement of water, as well as to water filling facilities. 

 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 111: Charger of ensuring of fuel for traction– summing-up of costs 

Charge of ensuring of water for water supply  Cost in 2014 (thousand HUF) 

Direct cost 864 

Cost to be shared 8 

Indirect cost 99 

Total cost 970 
 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 112: Charger of ensuring of fuel for traction – performance 

Charge of ensuring of water for water supply Performance in 2014 

Amount of water used for water supply 3 384 

 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 113: Charger of ensuring of fuel for traction – determination of the charge 

 

Charge of ensuring of water for water supply HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 287 

2. Amount of mark-up - 

3. Amount of discount - 

4. Amount of state contribution - 

Charge to be paid (1+2-3-4) 287 
 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF  287  / m3. 
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4.4 ANCILLARY SERVICES 

 

4.4.1 Charge of technical inspection of railway vehicles 

Costs taken into account when determining the charge 

(In accordance with point 7.2.21 of CM) items that can be taken into account when 
determining the charge are revenues, costs and expentidutres to be shared and directly 
booked to the service „Technical inspection of railway vehicles”, as well as indirect reveneus, 
costs and expenditures. 

Summing-up of costs 

Table 114: Charge of technical inspection of railway vehicles – summing-up of costs 

Charge of technical inspection of railway 
vehicles  Cost in 2014 (thousand HUF) 

Direct cost 173 952 

Cost to be shared 1 512 

Indirect cost 19 880 

Total cost 195 344 
 

Performance indicator relating to the charge 

Table 115: Charge of technical inspection of railway vehicles – performance 

Charge of technical inspection of railway 
vehicles Performance in 2014 

Trains undergone technical inspection 
  

30 865 
 

Determination of the charge to be paid 

Table 116: Charge of technical inspection of railway vehicles – determination of the charge 

 

Charge of technical inspection of railway 
vehicles HUF 

1. Cost-based charge 6 329 

2. Amount of mark-up - 

3. Amount of discount - 

4. Amount of state contribution - 

Charge to be paid (1+2-3-4) 6 329 
 

On the basis of the table above, charge to be paid by the user of the service comes to:  

HUF 6.329 / train. 
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5. Compulsory revision of the charging system 

VPE is entitled to modify the charging system and the Charging Document (CD) as part of the 

charging system. To this end, VPE is constantly tracking in the practice the functioning of the 

charging system and also experiences gained this way. On request of the charging body, 

railways are obliged to provide the required data to VPE in accordance with rules provided by 

Article 14 of Decree on charging. VPE may modify the elements of the charging system if at 

least one of the below listed elements has changed to a significant extent compared to the 

values of elements that were taken into account at their previous determination: 

 

 revenues of the infrastructure manager from charges accounted, paid 

respectively, by auathorised applicant, 

 amount of state subsidy given to the infrastructure manager, 

 size of the open access railway network operated by the infrasturcutre manager.  

 
Notion of significant extent and criteria of revision beyond the above mentioned are laid 
down by VPE in point 1.3 of the Charging Methodology.  
 
Regulatory body will order the modification of the charging system if costs and expenditures 
that were taken into account at the determination of network access charges differ at least 
by 5% from justified costs and expenditures. 
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6. Annexes 

Annex 1:  Direct, distributable and indirect costs of GYSEV Zrt for 2014 broken down to 
services 

 
Annex 2:  Abridged business plan of GYSEV Zrt Infrastructure Business Unit for 2013/2014 
 
Annex 3:  Performance indicators of GYSEV Zrt for 2011 and 2014 
 
Annex 4:  Naturalias of GYSEV Zrt for 2011 and 2014 
 
Annex 5:  Summing-up table of network access charges of GYSEV Zrt for the 2013/2014 

timetable year 
 
Annex 6:  Letter of the minister on the state contribution for the 2013/2014 timetable year. 
 
Annex 7:  Summing-up table of state contribution assigned to network access charges of 

GYSEV Zrt for the 2013/2014 timetable year 
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Annex 1: Direct, distributable and indirect costs of GYSEV Zrt for 2014 broken down to services 

Charge item 
Direct costs 

 (thousand HUF) 
Distributable costs 
 (thousand HUF) 

Indirect costs 
(thousand HUF) 

Total cost 
(thousand HUF) 

          

Charge for ensuring of train path                        64 396                          3 921                          7 740                      76 057     

          

Charge for running of trains          

            Gross ton km proportionate part of charge                   2 212 892                         52 666                       256 682                 2 522 240     

            Train km proportionate part of charge         

                Freight train         

                      track section category I                      166 547                         33 523                         22 667                    222 738     

                      track section category II                      173 368                         28 588                         22 881                    224 836     

                      track section category III                                6                                -                                  1                              6     

                Passenger train         

                      track section category I                      395 589                       103 359                         56 529                    555 477     

                      track section category II                   1 273 035                       194 429                       166 260                 1 633 723     

                      track section category III                        32 439                                -                           3 675                      36 114     

                Loco train                        97 596                         28 726                         14 312                    140 634     

          

Charge for the use of stations by passenger trains for stopping                 

                      station category I                        78 562                       169 849                         28 144                    276 555     

                      station category II                      100 220                       211 669                         35 336                    347 225     

                      station category III                        95 934                       310 017                         45 993                    451 944     

                      station category IV                        11 688                       183 125                         22 072                    216 885     

          

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations by passenger trains         

                      station category I                         7 252                         87 812                         10 770                    105 834     

                      station category II                               -                          62 419                          7 072                      69 490     

                      station category III                               -                                66                                 8                            74     

                      station category IV                               -                                 -                                 -                             -       
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Charge of the use of origin/destination stations by freight trains         

                      station category I                      264 485                       121 592                         43 742                    429 819     

                      station category II                               -                          44 434                          5 034                      49 468     

                      station category III                               -                           5 638                             639                       6 276     

          

Charge of the use of intermediate stations by freight trains         

                      station category I                        68 381                         27 629                         10 878                    106 887     

                      station category II                        64 891                         11 807                          8 690                      85 389     

                      station category III                         6 473                             505                             791                       7 769     

          

Charge of the use of catenary                      675 759                          5 874                         77 227                    758 860     

          
Charge of the access to refuelling facilities                        83 883                         10 819                         10 730                    105 432     

     
Charge for the access to wagon weigh bridges                          4 300                               37                             491                       4 829     

          

Charge of storage of vehicles                        19 488                             169                          2 227                      21 884     

          

Charge for ensuring of staff                              96                                 1                               11                          108     

 
    

Charge of the access to rail rolling stock maintenance facilities                         3 343                               29                             382                       3 754     

          

Charge for ensuring of staff for train acceptance                        49 333                             429                          5 638                      55 400     

          

Charge for ensuring of shunting staff for passenger trains                      388 051                          3 373                         44 347                    435 771     

          

Charge for ensuring of shunting staff for freight and locomotive 
trains  

                     754 569                          6 559                         86 234                    847 362     

          

Charge for ensuring of traction unit for passenger trains                      235 349                          2 046                         26 896                    264 291     
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Charge for ensuring of traction unit for freight and locomotive 
trains 

                     696 605                          6 056                         79 610                    782 271     

          

Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction                   1 937 216                     1 937 216     

          

Charge of transmitted traction current                      860 998                        860 998     

Charge of the use of the system                      156 590                        156 590     

Charge of the network loss of the transmitted traction current                        83 246                          83 246     

Charge of energy tax                        14 858                          14 858     

Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity                        73 535                          73 535     

Other operational charges                               -                                 -       

     
Charge of the transmitted electric energy used for other than 
traction purposes 

                       69 889                          69 889     

Charge of the use of the system                        11 527                          11 527     

Charge of the transmitted electric energy used for other than 
traction purposes 

                        6 128                           6 128     

Charge of energy tax                         1 094                           1 094     

Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity                         5 413                           5 413     

Other operational charges                               -                                 -       
          

Charge of ensuring of water for water supply                             864                                 8                               99                          970     

          

Charge of technical inspection of railway vehicles                      173 952                          1 512                         19 880                    195 344     

     

Total:            11 419 838                  1 718 686                  1 123 687                14 262 211     
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Annex 2: Abridged business plan of GYSEV Zrt Infrastructure Business Unit for 2013/2014 
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Annex 3: Performance indicators of GYSEV Zrt for 2011 and 2014 
 
 
 

Charges  
Performance indicators 

Measure unit  
2011 2014 

              
Charge of ensuring of train path              118 675  

             155 
496  

train paths (piece)  

              

Charge of running of trains  

Train km 
proportionate 

part of 
charge  

Freight train  

Total             856 182             938 021  

performed train km  

Track section I              618 852              580 469  

Track section II             148 800              357 517  

Track section III               88 529                      35  

Passenger train  

Összesen          3 221 280          4 905 166  

Track section I           1 276 983            1 801 250  

Track section II           1 280 654            2 905 291  

Track section III             663 644              198 624  

Loco train             265 952             399 292  

Gross ton km 
proportionate 

part of 
charge  

Freight train  

Total     897 977 265   1 006 756 081  

performed gross ton km  

Track section I       717 218 579        668 351 388  

Track section II       123 658 971        338 395 067  

Track section III         57 099 715                  9 625  

Passenger train  

Total     675 951 806      938 156 849  

Track section I       334 878 441        424 690 783  

Track section II       202 621 089        494 164 259  

Track section III       138 452 275          19 301 807  

Loco train        31 260 995        45 279 942  
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Charges  
Performance indicators 

Measure unit  
2011 2014 

              

Charge of the use of 
station for stopping by 
passenger trains 

Station category I              105 033              151 246  

performed use of station for 
stopping  

Station category II             114 785              188 486  

Station category III             321 433              276 062  

Station category IV                       -               163 068  

              

Charge of the use of 
origin/destination stations 
by passenger trains  

Station category I               82 801                51 605  

performed use of 
origin/destination station  

Station category II               27 025                36 682  

Station category III                     82                      39  

Station category IV                       -                         -   

              
Charge of the use of 
origin/destination stations 
by freight trains  

Station category I               15 565                13 480  
performed use of 

origin/destination station  
Station category II                 6 879                  4 926  

Station category III                    781                     625  

              
Charge of the use of 
intermediate stations by 
freight trains  

Station category I                 1 819                  6 126  
performed use of 

intermediate station  
Station category II                 2 194                  2 618  

Station category III                    121                     112  

              

Charge of the use of catenary            3 452 921            3 921 498  
electric train km performed 

by passenger, freight and loco 
trains  

    

Charge of the access to refuelling facilities                       -             6 358 200  amount of the fuel taken (l) 

              
Charge of the access to wagon weigh bridges (scales)                  1 900                  2 254  

vehicles weighed (number of 
vehicles)  
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Charges  
Performance indicators 

Measure unit  
2011 2014 

              

Charge of storing of vehicles                68 970                68 625  

vehicle / day  
vehicles stored steadily 

beyond 24 hours (number of 
vehicles) duration of storage 

(number of days)  

              

Charge of ensuring of staff                     36                      16  

HUF / hour  
number of service staff 

ensured (person), 
duration of service (hour)  

              
Charge of the access to rail rolling stock maintenance facilities                       -                   2 190  duration of service (hour) 

       

Charge of ensuring of staff for train acceptance                11 550                11 242  

person / hour  
number of ensured staff for 
train acceptance (person), 
duration of service (hour)  

              

Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for passenger trains                47 636                66 576  

person / hour  
number of ensured shunting 

staff (person), 
duration of service (hour) 

              

Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for freight and locomotive trains              130 077              114 610  

person / hour  
number of ensured shunting 

staff (person), 
duration of service (hour) 
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Charges  
Performance indicators 

Measure unit  
2011 2014 

              

Charge of ensuring of traction unit for passenger trains                  1 008                14 016  
number of ensured traction 

unit (piece) 
duration of service (hour)  

              

Charge of ensuring of traction unit for freight and locomotive trains                   2 492                36 300  
number of ensured traction 

unit (piece) 
duration of service (hour) 

              

Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction 
                      -             6 358 200  

amount of diesel fuel used for 
shunting 

          Charge of transmitted traction current                       -           50 366 660  

amount of traction current 
transmitted (kWh) 

Charge of the use of the system                       -           50 366 660  

Charge of the network loss of the transmitted traction current                       -           50 366 660  

Charge of energy tax                       -           50 366 660  

Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity                       -           50 366 660  

Other operational charges                       -                         -   

         Charge of the transmitted electric energy used for other than traction 
purposes 

                      -             3 707 695  

amount of transmitted electic 
energy used for other than 

traction purposes (kWh) 

Charge of the use of the system                       -             3 707 695  

Charge of the transmitted electric energy used for other than traction 
purposes 

                      -             3 707 695  

Charge of energy tax                       -             3 707 695  

Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity                       -             3 707 695  

Other operational charges                       -     

       
Charge of ensuring of water for water supply                  1 835                  3 384  

volume (m3) of water used for 
water supply 

         

Charge of technical inspection of railway vehicles 
            569 749                30 865  

trains undergone technical 
inspection (pc) 
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Annex 4: Naturalias of GYSEV Zrt for 2011 and 2014 

Denomination of naturalias 

Value 

2011 2014 

      

Number of use of track routes by departing trains              118 675               155 496  

      

Number of use of track routes by through trains             492 235               765 637  

Freight trains               106 785                 122 366  

- on track sections category I                 79 874                   66 045  

- on track sections category II                18 748                   56 321  

- on track sections category III                  8 163                          -   

Passenger trains              350 590                 586 678  

- on track sections category I              166 685                 203 630  

- on track sections category II              122 057                 383 048  

- on track sections category III                61 848                          -   

Loco trains                34 860                   56 593  

      

Number of use of track route by passenger train for stopping             541 251               778 862  

- on stations category I              105 033                 151 246  

- on stations category II              114 785                 188 486  

- on stations category III              321 433                 276 062  

- on stations category IV                        -                  163 068  

      

Number of us of track routes by passenger trains for reversing 
direction 

            329 724               264 978  

- on stations category I              248 403                 154 815  

- on stations category II                81 075                 110 046  

- on stations category III                     246                       117  

- on stations category IV                        -                           -   

      

Number of use of track route by freight trains for 
departure/arrival 

            185 800               152 248  

- on stations category I              124 520                 107 840  

- on stations category II                55 032                   39 408  

- on stations category III                  6 248                    5 000  

      

Number of use of intermediate track routes by freight trains               16 536                 35 424  

- on stations category I                  7 276                   24 504  

- on stations category I                  8 776                   10 472  

- on stations category III                     484                       448  

 
  

Number of use of track route for access to refuelling facilities                        -                  19 075  

      

Source: VIHAR, Provisional accounting statistics, data supply of MÁV Zrt 
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Annex 5: Summing-up table of network access charges of GYSEV Zrt for the 2013/2014 timetable year, HUF 
 

Charge item 
Cost-based 

charge 
Surcharge Discount 

State 
contribution 

Charge to be 
paid 

            
Charge for ensuring of train path                 439                       50                       -                         52                     437     

            
Charge of running of trains                         -         

            Gross ton km proportionate part of charge                1,14                    0,13                       -                      1,04                   0,23     

            Train km proportionate part of charge           

                Freight train           

                      track section category I                 345                       39                       -                       114                     270     

                      track section category II                 565                       64                       -                       367                     262     

                      track section category III                 163                       19                       -                         19                     163     

                Passenger train             

                      track section category I                 277                       31                       -                         31                     277     

                      track section category II                 505                       57                       -                       290                     272     

                      track section category III                 163                       19                       -                         19                     163     

                Loco train                 316                       36                       -                         36                     316     

            
Charge for the use of station by passenger trains for stopping                   

                      station category I               1 829                       -                         -                         -                    1 829     

                      station category II               1 842                       -                         -                         42                  1 800     

                      station category III               1 637                       -                         -                         -                    1 637     

                      station category IV               1 330                       -                         -                         -                    1 330     

            
Charge for the use of origin/destination stations by passenger 
trains           

                      station category I               2 051                       -                         -                         -                    2 051     

                      station category II               1 894                       -                         -                         -                    1 894     

                      station category III               1 894                       -                         -                       294                  1 600     

                      station category IV                   -                         -                         -                         -                         -       
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Charge of the use of origin/destination stations by freight trains           

                      station category I             31 886                       -                         -                   25 886                  6 000     

                      station category II             10 042                       -                         -                     5 542                  4 500     

                      station category III             10 042                       -                         -                     7 042                  3 000     

Charge of the use of intermediate stations by freight trains           

                      station category I             17 448                       -                         -                   14 448                  3 000     

                      station category II             32 616                       -                         -                   30 366                  2 250     

                      station category III             69 364                       -                         -                   67 864                  1 500     

            
Charge for the use of catenary                 194                       -                         -                         56                     138     

            
Charge of the access to refuelling facilities                   17                       -                         -                         -                         17     

Charge for the access to railway wagon bridges (scales)               2 142                       -                         -                         -                    2 142     

            
Charge for the storage of vehicles                  319                       -                         -                         -                       319     

            
Charge for ensuring of staff               6 725                       -                         -                         -                    6 725     

            
Charge of the access to rail rolling stock maintenance facilities               1 714                       -                         -                         -                    1 714     

            
Charge of ensuring of staff for train acceptance                4 928                       -                         -                       223                  4 705     

            
Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for passenger trains                6 545                       -                         -                         -                    6 545     

            
Charge of ensuring of shunting staff for freight and locomotive 
trains  

              7 393                       -                         -                     2 693                  4 700     

            
Charge of ensuring of traction unit for passenger trains              18 856                       -                         -                         -                  18 856     

       
Charge of ensuring of traction unit for freight and locomotive trains               21 550                       -                         -                     4 650               16 900     

       
Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction                 305                       -                         -                         -                       305     

            
Charge of transmitted traction current                17,1                       -                         -                         -                     17,1     

Charge of the use of the system                  3,1                       -                         -                         -                       3,1     

Charge of the network loss of the transmitted traction current                  1,7                       -                         -                         -                       1,7     

Charge of energy tax                  0,3                       -                         -                         -                       0,3     
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Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity                  1,5                       -                         -                         -                       1,5     

Other operational charges                   -                         -                         -                         -                         -       

            
Charge of the transmitted electric energy used for other than 
traction purposes 

               18,8                       -                         -                         -                     18,8     

Charge of the use of the system                  3,1                       -                         -                         -                       3,1     

Charge of the transmitted electric energy used for other than 
traction purposes 

                 1,7                       -                         -                         -                       1,7     

Charge of energy tax                  0,3                       -                         -                         -                       0,3     

Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity                  1,5                       -                         -                         -                       1,5     

Other operational charges                   -                         -                         -                         -                         -       

            
Charge of ensuring of water for water supply                  287                       -                         -                         -                       287     

            
Charge of technical inspection of railway vehicles               6 329                       -                         -                         -                    6 329     
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Annex 6: Letter of the minister on the modification of state contribution for the 2013/2014 timetable 
year 
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Annex 7: Summing-up table of state contribution assigned to network access charges of GYSEV Zrt for the 2013/2014 timetable 
year 
 

Values of the table are given in thoudand HUF.  
Cost-based 

charge items in 
2013/2014 

Amount of state 
contribution per 

charge item 

Charge to be paid 
in 2013/2014 

Amount of state 
contribution per 

service 

B
A

S
IC

 S
E
R

V
IC

E
S
 

Charge of ensuring of train path 489                           52                         437                 8 105 248     

Charge of 
running of 

trains 

Gross ton km 
prorpotionate 
part of charge 

Freight train 

1,27                        1,04                        0,23          2 064 810 710     Passenger train 

Locomotive 

Train km 
paroportionate 
part of charge 

Freight train 

Category 1 384                          114                         270               66 011 275     

Category 2 629                          367                         262             131 167 048     

Category 3 182                           19                         163                          659     

Passenger train 

Category 1 308                           31                         277               56 529 494     

Category 2 562                          290                         272             843 484 181     

Category 3 182                           19                         163                 3 675 225     

Locomotive   352                           36                         316               14 311 943     

S
U

P
P
L
E
M

E
N

T
A

R
Y

 S
E
R

V
IC

E
S
 

Charge of use of stations by passenger trains for stopping 

Category 1 1 829                            -                        1 829                            -       

Category 2 1 842                           42                      1 800                 7 950 499     

Category 3 1 637                            -                        1 637                            -       

Category 4 1 330                            -                        1 330                            -       

Charge of use of origin/destination stations by passenger 
trains 

Category 1 2 051                            -                        2 051                            -       

Category 2 1 894                            -                        1 894                            -       

Category 3 1 894                          294                      1 600                     11 482     

Category 4 -                              -                              -                              -       
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Values of the table are given in thoudand HUF. 
Cost-based 

charge items in 
2013/2014 

Amount of state 
contribution per 

charge item 

Charge to be paid 
in 2013/2014 

Amount of state 
contribution per 

service 

S
U

P
P
L
E
M

E
N

T
A

R
Y

 S
E
R

V
IC

E
S
 

Charge of the use of origin/destination stations by freight 
trains 

Category 1 31 886                     25 886                      6 000             348 938 589     

Category 2 10 042                       5 542                      4 500               27 300 764     

Category 3 10 042                       7 042                      3 000                 4 401 361     

Charge of the use of intermediate stations by freight trains 

Category 1 17 448                     14 448                      3 000               88 509 086     

Category 2 32 616                     30 366                      2 250               79 498 105     

Category 3 69 364                     67 864                      1 500                 7 600 775     

Charge of the use of catenary 194                           56                         138             217 693 557     

Charge of the access to refuelling facilities 17                            -                             17                            -       

Charge of access to wagon weigh bridges (scales) 2 142                            -                        2 142                            -       

Charge of storage of vehicles 319                            -                           319                            -       

Charge of ensuring of staff  6 725                            -                        6 725                            -       

Charge of the access to rail rolling stock maintenance facilities 1 714                        -                        1 714                            -       

(Basic + supplementary services) total          3 970 000 000     
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Values of the table are given in thoudand HUF. 
Cost-based 

charge items in 
2013/2014 

Amount of state 
contribution per 

charge item 

Charge to be paid 
in 2013/2014 

Amount of state 
contribution per 

service 

A
D

D
IT

IO
N

A
L
 S

E
R

V
IC

E
S
 

Charge of staff providing train acceptance 4 928                          223                      4 705                 2 505 903     

Charge of ensuring of staff for passenger trains 6 545                            -                        6 545                            -       

Charge of ensuring of staff for freight and locomotive trains 7 393                       2 693                      4 700             308 693 528     

Charge of ensuring of traction unit for passenger trains 18 856                            -                      18 856                            -       

Charge of ensuring of traction unit for freight and locomotive trains 21 550                       4 650                    16 900             168 800 569     

Charge of ensuring of fuel for traction 305                            -                           305                            -       

Charge of transmitted traction current 17,1                            -                          17,1                            -       

Charge of the use of the system 3,1                            -                            3,1                            -       

Charge of the network loss of the transmitted traction current 1,7                            -                            1,7                            -       

Charge of energy tax 0,3                            0,3       

Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity 1,5                            1,5       

Other operational charges                        -                              -                              -                              -       

Charge of the transmitted electric energy used for other than traction 
purposes 

                   
18,8     

                       -                          18,8                            -       

Charge of the use of the system 
                     

3,1     
                       -                            3,1                            -       

Charge of the transmitted electric energy used for other than traction 
purposes 

                     
1,7     

                       -                            1,7                            -       

Charge of energy tax 
                     

0,3     
                       0,3       

Charge of funds under the Act on Electicity 1,5                            1,5       

Other operational charges                        -                              -                              -                              -       
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Values of the table are given in thoudand HUF. 
Cost-based 

charge items in 
2013/2014 

Amount of state 
contribution per 

charge item 

Charge to be paid 
in 2013/2014 

Amount of state 
contribution per 

service 

 

Charge of water for water supply 287                            -                           287                            -       

Charge of technical inspection of railway vehicles 6 329                            -                        6 329                            -       

 
(Additional services) total 

            480 000 000     

TOTAL SUM        4 450 000 000 

 


